
 

Antonovka 
 

Russian:  n ono k    нто новка 

Uk  ini n:  n oni k    нто н вка 
German: Antonowka 

Also spelled Antonofka, Antonufka 
 

 

Antonovka was the second-oldest Mennonite village in the Ostrog area after Karolswalde.
1
  It 

was situated on the southern banks of the Vilna River; Kunoff was less than a mile to the west, 

Komminka was less than a mile to the east.  The main road ran east and west through the 

village.  Originally, houses were built on the north side of this ro d  nd e ch  ill ge ’s long  

thin plot of land ran north to the river.  This set-up gave each villager access to river water for 

his land.  Jake shows Antonovka, along the Vilna, between Kunoff and Komminka.  Jake places 

Antonovka with the RS Highway to the northwest and the Vilna to the southeast.
2
  In reality, 

this is simply flip-flopped, as the Vilna is actually to the north and the highway to the south. 

 

This map, from 1810, was apparently charted before the first German Mennonites appeared in 

Volhynia.  In the approximate location where we would expect to find either the Village of 

Antonovka or Komminka, this map shows a village named Szabara.  Was either Antonovka or 

Komminka previously known by the name Szabara?
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Ostrog Area, 1812 



Germans living in the West Prussian area of the Republic of Poland began moving into Ukraine 

in the very late 18
th

 and early 19
th

 Century after the 3 Partitions of Poland for a variety of 

reasons.   

 

Early in the 19
th

 Century, Volhynian authorities welcomed industrious German farmers into the 

area.  Germans received advantageous benefits from the government as well as from landlords.  

In some cases, the government waived taxes and military service and landlords were sometimes 

willing to decrease rental rates as they knew the Germans would develop the marshlands into 

productive farmland.
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This map, one of the earliest to be found of the Ostrog area, shows only Antonovka and 

Karlsberg of the German Mennonite Villages.
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Ostrog Area, 1856 

 

 

 

  



This map, from approximately 1875, shows Antonovka as well as the older Mennonite villages 

of K  ols  lde  K  olsbe g  nd J d inin.   lso sho n ne    he  op  igh  co ne  is ―Kol. 

Olendri
6
‖ – known by the Mennonites as Gruenthal.

7
   

 

 
Ostrog Area Around the Year 1875 

 

 

Ukrainian sources indicate that the Village of Antonovka was established as early as 1462.
8
  

Mennonite sources show that Germans inhabited the village by the year 1821.  38 Mennonite 

families lived in Antonovka and Karolswalde by that year.  The other Mennonite villages of 

Jadwanin, Leeleva (Fuerstendorf), and Fuerstenthal, were added later.
9
  Antonovka and 

Karolswalde served as the two Mennonite parish seats.  Associated with Antonovka were 

Leeleva and Manziliska (Waldheim).
10
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Antonovka, Showing Proximity to Mezelski (Manziliska) and Lesna (Leeleva)

11
 

 

Abe J. Unruh indicates that German Mennonites settled in Antonovka in 1816.   

 

Mennonites under the leadership of Benjamin Unruh moved into Volhynia from the Driesen 

(Drezdenko) area of the Netzebruch at that time to populate the village.  These Mennonites 

from Driesen had moved to the Netzebruch from the Schwetz (Swiecie) area of West Prussia in 

the second half of the 18
th

 Century.
12

  The nearby Karolswalde Mennonites, who came directly 

from the Schwetz area, were their brethren from the previous generation.
13
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This map from the late 18
th

 Century shows Driesen, circled towards the far left, Schwetz, 

northeast of Driesen, and their proximity to Ostrog, towards the far bottom right.
14

  The distance 

from Schwetz to Ostrog is slightly more than 400 miles while Driesen is 110 miles southwest of 

Schwetz. 

 

 
Central Europe Around the Year 1780 

 

 

Common family names in the Village of Antonovka included Becker, Buller, Eck, Jantz, 

Koehn, Nachtigal, Ratzlaff/Ratzloff, Schmidt, Unruh, Voth, and Wedel.  Occasionally, other 

names such as Boese, Dirks, Nikkel, Penner, Richert, Rudiger, Siebrant or Thomas can also be 

found.
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Transcribed here is an excerpt from a Wedel genealogy telling about life in the Village of 

Antonovka.  These particular memoirs refer to a time period prior to 1874. 

 

―They (the Mennonites) lived in villages on parcels of ground that were about 15 acres. 

However, some parcels were as small as 3 acres. Each parcel was subdivided for various 

purposes. There was a pasture, hay meadow, patches of rye and barley and a garden. 

Potatoes that they raised were usually stored under their beds to prevent their freezing.  

 

―I better tell how they constructed their buildings. The house and barn was entirely under 

one roof. The living quarters were four square. Father never said how many rooms there 

were. They had a big stove built of brick or rock in the center for heating. There was an 

opening in the outside wall of the house into which they could throw logs. These green 

logs were up to six feet in length and would burn for days at a time.  

  



In the kitchen they had a place where there was a steel plate with smaller plates on which 

they did their cooking. Around this stove there was a bench where people could sit and 

warm their backs or even lie down. Beds were made of boards and were formed 

something like our wooden beds are today. Instead of soft mattresses and springs, they 

drilled holes in the sides and ends and strung ropes lengthwise and crosswise. On this 

they laid a bag made of heavy ticking filled with straw or hay. (This is where we get the 

low German word - straw sack.) Built into this house and still under one roof, was the 

entrance room. This was not just a hallway, but was large enough to provide living 

quarters for a small family, or sometimes it was a bedroom for the girls and maids.  

 

―The barn was next and also under the same roof. My grandfather, Peter Wedel, had as 

many as 16 cows. The milking was a ladies job. The cows were tied in the barn in fall 

and stayed until the green grass was ready for them in the spring. All the cows had horns. 

There was no such thing as dehorning a cow. When they started to jump and run and 

started butting each other, when turned out in the spring, the shout would go forth, 

"Children run, the cows will hurt themselves."  

 

―Milking was not the only job for the ladies. They had to do the housework, cook the 

meals, and bake the bread. They did not have ovens like we have today. They had pans 

that were about 24 inches square and they baked four loaves in them. The oven was laid 

up with mud. It was heated to a certain degree of heat, then the live coals were raked out 

and the pans with the loaves were set on the hot ashes. The door was closed until the 

bread was done. The aroma of the baking bread penetrated the whole village.  

 

―Milk, potatoes and rye bread were their main foods. For Christmas, if they could afford 

it, they got a slice of white bread. Adults would eat at the table, but the children would sit 

around a bowl of soup or dumplings. All ate out of the same bowl and each had a wooden 

spoon. If anyone got a bigger dumpling, the same received a thump on the head with the 

wooden spoon from one of the other kids.  

 

―The farming was done in a cooperative way. They had one plow, with which they 

plowed all the ground in the village. This plow was a heavy beamed affair with two 

wheels under the front end of the beam and handles in the back. When plowing, they 

hitched four horses tandem. Therefore, it took two men to drive the horses and one to 

hold the plow so it would run straight and not fall over. I don't remember father telling 

how they worked the ground after it was plowed, but I think they had a harrow.  

 

―Seed were broadcast by hand. Potatoes and other garden plants and seeds  were planted 

by hand. When the potatoes were about ready to be dug, guards would watch all night or 

the Musicks
16

, a lower class of people, would steal them.  

 

  



―On the top of the barn was the hay loft. There was a room where the rye and barley, 

which was cut with hand sickles and hand tied into bundles, was stacked. These bundles 

were thrashed in the winter. They had a threshing machine which threshed out the grain 

but did not separate it from the straw, so they had to winnow it. Built into this storeroom 

was the wagon shed. All this was under one roof.  

 

―Wagons were mostly flatbed, four wheel wagons. When loose rye was to be hauled, they 

had ladders which were fastened to the wagons. This made them somewhat like our hay 

racks. These wagons were the only convenience they needed. They did not ride to church 

as we do here. The church was located in the middle of the village, so everyone walked. 

Not everyone had a wagon and horses or even one horse. When they had to go to town 

for supplies, they went with these neighbors who had horses and wagon.  

 

―Hay was cut with the scythe. This was also done cooperatively. Father said as many as 

ten to fifteen men would come together, each with a scythe on his shoulder. When they 

started to cut the hay, the head man would give a monotone sound and each man would 

swing his scythe at the same time. The hay was raked by hand with a wooden rake and 

hauled into the hay loft.  

 

―In the worship service they had only preaching. The sermons were mostly read from 

books. Their song books had no notes and so the melodies had to be memorized.  

 

―Their main occupation and income was weaving linen, which was sold and also used to 

make clothing. Since they did not own the land they lived on, the owner of the land came 

once a year to collect so much linen for the rent.  

 

―Well, I better tell a fish story yet. At a certain wedding, on the second or third day of the 

feast, the men went fishing. They fished by hand, catching the fish under the over-

hanging banks of Wilna River. My father (Tobias), being a boy of about 12 years of age, 

had to stay on the bank to gather the fish as the men threw them out of the water, When 

they had enough fish, the men all came out of the water except one man. He said, "There 

is a big one under the bank and I am going down to get him." Well, it was sometime 

before they saw anything of him, and when they did he came up high enough so they 

could see the top of his head and then he went down again. Grandfather Peter Wedel said, 

"Either he has something big or he is drowning. Let's go after him." This they did. When 

they brought him out, he had his arms around a fish that weighed 62 pounds. The man 

said that if they had not helped him, he would have had to let it go. So there were big fish 

stories in Russia, too.  

 

―This will give you an idea how our people lived in Russia until they came to America in 

1874.
17

 

 

  



The Mennonite congregation in Antonovka was of course closely affiliated with Karolswalde 

and the other Mennonite villages in the area.  For many years prior to 1874 the bishop of the 

Mennonite congregations was Tobias Unruh.
18

  Between the years 1854 and 1874, Unruh 

baptized no fewer than 186 youths into the Mennonite Church in Antonovka.
19

 

 

Antonovka was also closely affiliated with other daughter congregations of the Przechowka 

Church in Schwetz, such as the Alexanderwohl and Gnadenfeld congregations
20

 in the 

Molotschna Colony, as well as the Heinrichsdorf Colony several miles northeast of Berdychiv 

in Kiev Gubernia, Russia.
21

  

 

 

The Seal of the Mennonite Church of Antonovka
22

 

 

Houses differed from village to village in Volhynia.  Villagers of distinct ethnic backgrounds 

built their houses according to their own traditions.  Jews and Poles and Ukrainians and 

Germans and Czechs would have all had their own customs.  The houses of the villagers in 

Antonovka would probably have looked something like this:
23

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A German Combination Type House and Barn in Volhynia 



The houses of most of the Mennonites were combination type, traditional German farmhouses, 

as described above in the Wedel genealogy, although some were not attached to the barn.  

Villages may have been different, but Marie Ratzlaff Penner indicates that houses in Leeleva 

had thatched roofs and dirt floors.
24

  The photo of the German Volhynian house above seems to 

have a wooden roof of some sort. 

 

Most German houses were built of logs on a stone foundation.  Many villagers purchased 

foundation stones from masons in Komminka.  More wealthy villagers could afford to build a 

complete foundation while others could afford stones only under corners and doorways.
25

   

 

The first layer of squared-off logs was usually oak while subsequent layers were pine.  The logs 

were joined together with special wooden inserts along their lengths while ends were fastened 

with the use of a mortise and tenon and/or dovetail types of joints as well as with pegs.
26

  This 

illustration shows the first couple layers of wall building as well as some of the joints used. 

 

 
 

The structure would be erectly thusly all the way to and including the rafters.  Roofs were 

wooden, tile or even tin, but most commonly thatch.  Chinks along seams were stuffed with a 

mixture of clay, sand and hay and the entire house was then whitewashed.  Door and window 

frames were commonly painted yellow and many were adorned with window boxes full of 

flowers.  A flower garden was also common on the south or west side of the house.
27

 

 



This photo shows a German house in the Village of Nowa Ziema, several miles east of Lutsk, 

built perhaps as early as the 1850s.
28

 

 

 

 
German House in the Village of Nowa Ziema 

 

 

Oftentimes in winter an additional layer of insulation was added to the exterior of a house.  

Stakes were driven into the ground between which planks were stacked edge to edge, forming a 

plank fence 5 to 8 inches from the exterior wall of the house.  The resulting space between the 

wall of the house and this fencing was stuffed with leaves to provide insulation against the 

winter snows.
29
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Interiors of houses were plain, but tidy.  Clay floors were common while houses of the more 

wealthy had wooden floors.  Furniture was sparse and functional with perhaps only a few 

decorations.   

 

Large Russian ovens occupied corner areas of the kitchens, which were portioned off from the 

rest of the house by split doors.   

 

This photo shows a kitchen in a German house in the Village of Elisabetin (near Rozyszcze; 

several miles north of Lutsk).  Note the large earthen stove equipped with cooking area, bench 

and shelves.  Oftentimes people would even sleep on shelves on the stove in winter.
30

 

 

 

 

 
German Kitchen, Showing Russian-style Oven 

 

Depending upon the financial condition of the householder, more rooms or outbuildings may 

have been built.  Regardless of wealth, however, the Germans constructed their houses with 

expert craftsmanship and they were solid, tidy structures.   

 

The Germans in the Ostrog villages leased their land, but they actually owned the houses they 

built and they took great care of them.
31

  

 

 

  



This is a diagram of a characteristic German house.  The entire house portion of the structure as 

illustrated would be around 15 to 20 paces long.  The front door of the house would face one 

way (forwards) while the door of the barn would face the opposite way (into the yard).
32

 

 

 
German-Style House Plan 
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This photo, taken in 1929, shows a house in the Volhynian village of Kamien Koszyrski, about 

100 miles northwest of Ostrog.
33

  While this is certainly not a German Mennonite-style house, it 

does illustrate clearly what a Volhynian thatched roof looked like.  Also, a nice wattle fence can 

be seen to the right of this house.  Wattle fencing was made by weaving material in and out of 

stakes planted into the ground.  Wattle fencing of this type may very well have been used by the 

German Mennonite villagers, as mentioned in the Wedel genealogy above. 

 

 
Volhynian House with a Thatched Roof and Wattle Fence 

 

Not all the German Mennonite villages in the Ostrog area had the same types of leases or 

landlords.  Nor did the villagers all have the same acreage or entitlements.  The Village of 

Antonovka appears to have been on Crown Land and therefore the Antonovka villagers were 

lessees of the State
34

 rather than of a large landowner such as the nearby J błono ski Family.
35

  

Initial leases in the early part of the 19
th

 Century were for long periods of time; perhaps 20 to 40 

years.
36

 

 

As the 19
th

 Cen u y d e  on  Russi n  u ho i ies g e   e  y of  he Ge m ns’ insis ence in 

m in  ining  hei  o n cul u e  nd no   ssimil  ing  i h  he loc ls.  The Russi n go e nmen ’s 

invitation to the Germans early in the century came with the guarantee that the colonists would 

be allowed to school their own children, speak their own language, and administer their own 

villages.
37

  However, by the 1860s, the government began to reign in some of these privileges.  

Decrees of the 1860s and 1870s began to place limits on German land ownership.  In addition, 

German colonists would be required to serve in the Russian military.
38

  Many of the pacifist 

Mennonites in the Ostrog villages quickly began looking to leave Russia. 



Abe J Unruh indicates that as the Antonovka villagers began to make preparations for 

emigration to America in the early 1870s, the Russian government became hostile and forced 

them to sell their houses and possessions at very low prices to local the Bohemian (Czech) 

population.  The Mennonites from Antonovka at this time were therefore very, very poor.
39

  

Indeed, early 20th Century Russian sources indicate that Antonovka was a Czech village
40

 and 

contemporary German Lutheran sources that list Fuerstenthal, Fuerstendorf and Karolswalde do 

not include Antonovka.
41

 

 

Approximately 160 families (more than 600 souls) left Antonovka in the year 1874 aboard the 

ships S.S. Kenilworth, S.S. Vaderland, and S.S. Illinois.
42

  Unruh indicates that the Mennonites 

who stayed behind after this period of immigration (not only from Antonovka, but from 

Karolswalde as well as the other villages) consolidated in Leeleva.
43

   

 

Anna (Koehn, Foth) Ratzlaff, mother-in-law of the Andrew Ratzlaff of Leeleva, sailed aboard 

the Vaderland in 1874.  Ministers presiding over the congregation at the time of emigration 

were Samuel Koehn and Andrew Eck.  Others holding certain ministerial duties at that time 

included Benjamin Schmidt, Henry J. Schmidt and Tobias Heinrich Schmidt.
44

 

 

 

 
S.S. Vaderland of the Red Star Line

45
 

 

 

The plight of the Antonovka Mennonites arriving on the S.S. Vaderland on the day after 

Christmas, 1874, is well documented.  The steamship’s p opulsion system became 

compromised early in the journey and it was long overdue into Philadelphia.  Leadership was 

lacking as Tobias Unruh had accompanied another ship.  Confusion and disorganization led this 

group to be stranded in Hutchinson, Kansas, in brutally cold conditions in early January.   

 

The situation was exacerbated by their extreme poverty and it seems no one had made any 

provisions for their arrival in Kansas.  Moved into a warehouse in Florence, Kansas, the group 

lived together in the frigid January conditions until smallpox broke out among them.  A great 

number died during these winter months and as many as 300 are buried in a mass grave in 

Hillcrest Cemetery in Florence, KS, where a monument has been erected in their memory.
46

 

 

 



Ethnic Czech Peoples in 19
th

 Century Volhynia 

 

The Czech peoples originated in the areas known as Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia, which 

bordered Ukraine to the west and Poland to the south.  These lands were all controlled by the 

Hapsburg Empire (later known as the Austro-Hungarian Empire) by the early 18
th

 Century.  

Over the course of the 19
th

 Century, the ethnic Czechs
47

 found the availability of inexpensive 

land in Volhynia appealing, especially after worsening relations with their ethnic German 

overlords in Austro-Hungary.  The Czechs and other Slavic groups in Austro-Hungary lived 

under severe limitations placed upon them by the Germanic Austrians.   

 

Czechs moving into Volhynia after the Partitions of Poland engaged largely in agriculture, 

animal husbandry and forest industries and were known to grow crops of hops.
48

  Other Czechs 

excelled at weaving.  Czech peoples in 19
th

 Century Volhynia were also known to erect the best 

water and steam mills.
49

   

 

The Czechs, who were Roman Catholic in their homeland of Austro-Hungary, converted to 

Eastern Orthodoxy, Lutheranism, and Baptism in Russia.  Czech colonies became established in 

Ukraine by the second half of the 19th century.  In Ostrog County, Czechs largely populated the 

villages of Antonovka and Jadwanin after the Mennonites left in 1874.
50

  Czechs also lived in 

the minority in Leeleva, Michaelivka and Stanislavka, Karolswald, Martynie, Dorohosch and 

Bilotyn.
51

  By 1897, there were 2,656 Czechs living in Ostrog County.
52

 

 

After the Mennonites left in 1874, the population of the Village of Antonovka declined and 

never recovered.  By the year 1906, the village had 468 inhabitants living in 60 houses.
53

  

Around the year 1914, the population of the village had declined to only 257 inhabitants.
54

  In 

1921, after the Polish-Soviet War, the village was moved to Zaslaw (Iziaslav) County, Kunoff 

Township, as Ostrog passed under Polish control.  The village has remained in Zaslaw territory 

ever since.  For a period in the early 1920s it was part of Pluzhnoe Township.
55
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This map shows Antonovka and vicinity as mapped by the Soviets in 1943.
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Antonovka Area in 1943 

 

Today, the population of the village is just 158 people.
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